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Instructor Wu gave Instructor Bai a veiled glance. Instructor Bai gritted his teeth, then said loudly, 

“That’s right. I was the one who controlled the Barbaric Bears. I was also the one who controlled those 

Blazing Hurricane Tigers. Last Time, Yun Chujiu made me lose face. I just wanted to scare her so that she 

wouldn’t be so arrogant in the future.” 

 

Everyone was in an uproar. Instructor Bai was too sinister. He actually planned such a vicious scheme 

just because Yun Chujiu embarrassed him. Scare her? He probably wanted to take Yun Chujiu’s life! Such 

a person was simply unworthy of being an instructor of Tianyuan Academy. 

 

Instructor Qian frowned. “Instructor Bai, with your cultivation level, I’m afraid you can’t possibly control 

six Blazing Hurricane Tigers at the same time, right? Could it be that you’re taking the blame for others?” 

 

Instructor Bai paused for a moment, then, he said, “According to normal methods, I naturally wouldn’t 

be able to control so many Demon Beasts at the same time. However, I used the bewitching Beast 

Powder, and they could only obediently establish a spiritual connection with me. That’s why I went 

berserk and my spiritual sense was damaged.” 

 

“What?! You used the bewitching beast powder?! Do you know that the bewitching beast powder will 

cause great harm to the spiritual senses of the Demon Beasts? It’s likely that they won’t be able to 

advance in rank in the future?! Shameless scum!” Instructor Qian said angrily. 

 

When the Barbaric Bears and Blazing Hurricane Tigers inside the cage heard Instructor Qian’s words, 

they immediately roared in anger! F*ck! They should have bitten that Bai guy to death just now! He 

actually destroyed their path to immortality! 

 

Yun Chujiu, who stood at the side, blinked her eyes and used her spiritual sense to quietly say to the 

Blazing Hurricane Tigers, “What are you guys still standing there for? Why aren’t you taking the 

opportunity to bite him to death?!” 

 



As those Demon Beasts entered the cage of their own accord, the cage was not locked. Instructor Bai 

was the closest to the cage. A few Blazing Hurricane Tigers jumped out and pounced on Instructor Bai. 

Instructor Bai’s injuries were already very serious, so he was helpless. He could only shout for help. 

 

Although Dean Huangfu and the others saw what happened, they did not want to stop it. Such a person 

deserved to die! Instructor Wu was even more eager to silence the Blazing Hurricane Tigers and did not 

help him. Instructor Bai was swallowed by the Blazing Hurricane Tiger right in front of everyone’s eyes. 

 

After the Blazing Hurricane Tiger ate Instructor Bai, it roared angrily at Wu Heng who lay at the side. Wu 

Heng was so scared that his pants were wet. He was afraid that the Blazing Hurricane Tiger would 

swallow him as well. 

 

Fortunately, Instructor Wu stood by his side. Those Blazing Hurricane Tigers were forced back into the 

cage by Instructor Wu’s pressure. 

 

Dean Huangfu suddenly said, “Instructor Wu, recently, the Spirit Beast Park has been full of mistakes. 

Not to mention the long-term ones, first, the demon beast eggs attacked Yun Chujiu, and now, the 

Demon Beasts have injured people. Moreover, they knew that there was a beast taming competition 

today, so why did they leave these six fierce Hurricane Tigers here? As the person in charge of the Spirit 

Beast Park, it’s hard for you to escape the blame. You should go on leave for a few months first. 

Instructor Qian, your beast taming class teaching task isn’t too taxing, so for the time being, you will be 

the person-in-charge of the Spirit Beast Park.” 

 

“Yes! Dean.” Instructor Qian did not decline, because when he saw that the Spirit Beast Park was in a 

mess, his heart ached, and he made up his mind to restore the Spirit Beast Park to its former glory. 

 

Instructor Wu’s face was pale, and he looked at Deputy Dean Yin obscurely. Deputy Dean Yin coughed 

and said, “Dean, although Instructor Wu has a responsibility that can’t be shirked, isn’t this punishment 

too heavy?” 

 

Dean Huangfu looked deeply at Deputy Dean Yin and said, “Deputy Dean Yin, Instructor Wu’s spiritual 

sense has been seriously injured. I’m doing this to let him rest. Do you think it’s inappropriate?” 



 

When Instructor Wu heard Dean Huangfu’s words, his face turned even paler. He knew that Dean 

Huangfu had already determined that he was the one who controlled the Blazing Hurricane Tigers, but 

he just did not point it out.. 

 


